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Introduction
How to: Introduce Digital Innovation is part of The Prince’s
Regeneration Trust’s innovative education programme BRICK
(Building Resources, Investment and Community Knowledge).
The programme aims to empower community groups to find the investment
and support necessary to save their heritage and build a better future for their
local area. Over four years to March 2018 it will include annual conferences,
over 35 regional training workshops, project mentoring, community / private
sector partnership brokering and a new digital platform BRICKwork, designed
to serves as a central repository of heritage regeneration resources and an
online networking and discussion forum for all those involved in heritage
regeneration.
Heritage regeneration projects need a community to support it. Whilst some of
that support can be harnessed through word of mouth, using online platforms
such as a website, email and social media can help you to reach further. It’s
important to consider that digital and social media communication can serve
two main purposes when it comes to heritage regeneration projects: The first
is raising awareness and the second is using it as a tool for fundraising.
Given that your reach is worldwide, online communication is excellent value.
You can set up a website, email marketing and social media for free. People
often retain a strong connection and sense of identity for the places and
buildings close to where they grew up, even if they live on another continent.
This guide will help you to take the first steps to setting up these online
platforms as well as offering advice on the best way to use them to reach the
right people.
This guide has been written for community groups, organisations and local
trusts involved in projects to conserve, repair and regenerate redundant
historic buildings for the benefit of the communities within which they are
located. While it is intended for the non-professional and informed amateur,
we hope it will also be useful to architectural and other professionals involved
in the heritage regeneration sector.
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This guide is part of a ‘How to’ series published by The Prince’s Regeneration
Trust, which draws upon a unique ‘knowledge bank’ built up over years by its
team of experts, working in partnership with other leading specialists.
How to: Introduce Digital Innovation has been made possible through the
support of the Heritage Lottery Fund, British Land, Alan Baxter Foundation
and Purcell.
The Prince’s Regeneration Trust
Established in 1996 by HRH The Prince of Wales, The Prince’s Regeneration
Trust, worked alongside the UK Historic Buildings Preservation Trust
(UKHBPT) in socially and economically disadvantaged areas of the UK
to rescue and reuse important local buildings for the benefit of the
communities in which they sit bringing new life and vibrancy to those areas.
In 2016 UKHBPT became an independent charity committed to saving
and repurposing important UK buildings. UKHBPT are the custodians of
Middleport Pottery and have a dynamic programme of restoration for the
future. In April 2018, PRT became part of the Princes Foundation.
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Getting started
Online communication is an umbrella term that covers the
entire range of tools, programmes and processes that can
be used to share and exchange information. This includes
websites, emails, social media channels and video.
10 reasons why you should use online communication for your project

1
2
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1.

To raise money. Online fundraising has grown significantly over
the last decade, and the latest research shows that in 2016 there
was a 7.9% increase1 in online fundraising for charitable causes,
excluding grants in the UK.

2.

Everyone is online. Figures for 2017 show that 90% of British
households had access to the internet2.

3.

It’s free (apart from your time). It doesn’t cost anything to set up a
website, or social media channels.

4.

It allows you to reach a different audience.

5.

It’s instant. You can share progress updates and pictures in a
matter of minutes.

6.

It can save time. Unlike more traditional communication
methods, emails and social media posts can be shared with a
wide number of people in the same amount of time it would take
to address and stamp an envelope.

7.

You can get feedback. Online communication is a two way
conversation. It allows you to understand what your community
wants from the heritage regeneration project.

8.

You can share as much as you want. There is no limit as to what
you can share online (although there are some recommendations
http://www.npt-uk.org/philanthropic-resources/uk-charitable-giving-statistics
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
householdcharacteristics/homeinternetandsocialmediausage/bulletins/
internetaccesshouseholdsandindividuals/2017
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for different channels).
9.

You are in control. It’s your voice that will appear in every email,
on the website and in all your social media messages.

10. The ripple effect. Online messages don’t only reach the audience
you know, they also get shared.
60 seconds online
Another way to make you understand how important it is to be part of the
online conversation are these impressive statistics of what happens on the
internet in a minute.
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At first glance this might seem overwhelming, but the numbers are clear:
there are a lot of people communicating and finding information online, so
it’s vital that those involved in heritage projects make the most of this digital
community and everything they can offer.
Putting together a plan for online communication
To many people, even those who use websites and email on a daily basis
for their personal use, setting up social media profiles and a website can
seem daunting. Thankfully, the platforms are becoming more and more
user friendly but it can be time consuming, especially at the beginning.
Before you even start setting up a website or creating a profile on social
media channels, it’s important to know what you are trying to do.
Current Situation
Start by finding out more about the digital skills within your organisation.
To ensure that you get the most value out of your online communication
plan you need to make sure you have people who are willing to take the
necessary work.
What tasks will you need to do?
––

Setting up a website

––

Signing up for social media pages

––

Taking (or collecting) photos of your project

––

Writing posts for the website, email and social media

––

Sending emails

Deciding what your objectives are
Your online and social media plan should reflect the objectives of your
project. Keep these as concrete as possible and think about the following:
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––

Awareness: Letting people know what you are doing and why

––

Recruiting Volunteers: Getting people involved

––

Fundraising for your project
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How much time can you invest?
To ensure you get the best out of your online communication plan and
turn it into monetary and community investment in your project, it is
recommended you set aside at least two hours a week.
Desktop versus Mobile
More and more people are using mobile phones to access the internet.
The advice in this guide applies to both mobile and desktop use and you
can use both your computer and your mobile phone to manage your
communication plan.
Further Info
https://www.charitycomms.org.uk/how-to-write-a-charity-marketingstrategy
https://tech-trust.org/charity-social-media-strategy/
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Website
Building a website for your heritage regeneration project
probably sounds like the most daunting task, but it doesn’t
have to be and there are some great tools to help you set
up a simple site where people can find out about your
project, donate and contact you.
Why do you need a website?
Think of your website like an online stall at a community event but on a
worldwide scale. You can share your news, ask people to sign petitions and
encourage them to donate to your heritage regeneration project.
People also use the internet to make sure your community group or
organisation are trustworthy before donating or getting involved, so having
a great website is not only important, it is essential.
Most heritage regeneration projects include plans for public use - by
setting up a website at the start of your project means that you are already
developing your online community and your space on the web, learning the
skills that will allow the people who are most passionate and involved in the
project to share that information online.

Picking a domain name
It is possible to build a website in a few hours at zero cost, which can be
ideal for those who are just starting their heritage regeneration project.
However, it's worth spending around £20 a year to buy a website address,
also known as a domain name.
Your website address can be anything you wish, although it makes sense
to include the name of the project, because this will help Google find your
website and include it in its search results.
If your project has a popular or generic name there might not be the exact
website address you’d like for it so find a name that’s easy to remember
such as www.friendsoftheflyover.org or www.savingstgeorges.co.uk.
Your website suffix can be a range of different options: .com, .co.uk, .org
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and .org.uk. If you can purchase an .org.uk address for your site - it will be
cheaper as it’s specific to a country (UK) and .org and org.uk addresses
are associated with community and non-profit organisations, so it will help
website visitors make that connection.
If your project goes well and you have enough funds to do so, it is also
worth buying the .org, .com, .co.uk addresses so that no-one can set up an
alternative website in the name of your organisation.
If spending money on your website address isn’t possible, website builders
will offer a free option for you when you sign up, which includes the name of
their organisation. This can be upgraded at a later date when you have the
funds.

Choosing a website builder
To sign up for them you just need an email address, and if you have
purchased a website address, make sure you have the details for that too.
Many of the free platforms will offer this and guide you through the
process. They are very user friendly. The best way to describe it is like digital
building blocks. You can select what you want and need to promote your
organisation and slot it together.
When starting out, this can be ideal. You want a website that is easy to run
and looks professional. The reason it is possible to offer a website builder
for free is because it is simple, so whilst it is important to spend some time
looking at other website for inspiration, bear in mind that they may have
spent thousands of pounds on them, so you might not be able to have all
the flashy website options you’d like at the start.
Two easy to use platforms are Wordpress and Wix.
Wix is easier to use than Wordpress, although it has more limitations on
the free version. You drag and drop your website elements and can write
directly onto the page, so you can see exactly what it will look like to your
supporters. They have a dedicated support team. If you have little time but
want something professional, this can be a great place to start.
Wordpress is used by big names such as BBC America and Usain Bolt. It is
used by over 20% of websites around the world. It is reliable and it offers
free design templates. You edit the website through a back end platform,
which looks like a document rather than the website page, and you can
preview it on the site before you publish the page.
You can add pieces of software which allow you to add more building blocks
to your website, such as a program to help you with the Search Engine
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Optimization (SEO), contact forms and adding buttons so people can share
your website posts on social media channels.
There are plenty of other platforms out there to setup your website, as well
as a lot of confusing information. If possible, speak to someone who has
experience setting a website up and ask for their recommendations.
What is Web Hosting?
Website builders will include hosting, so it isn’t something that you will need
for a simple site. However, if you are looking to design a more complicated
website, then you would need to buy hosting. A web host will provide digital
storage for your website.
The reason that some people prefer to use web hosting is that this allows
you more flexibility with your website design and layout but it does require
more time and money.

Design
The website design options will depend on what platform you decide to
use. One rule to follow is to keep it simple - websites can date very quickly.
Visitors to the site won’t be expecting it to look like a professional website,
but it is important that they can easily find information and can navigate
through the pages.
Start by thinking about your homepage, which is the page people will land
on when they first visit your site. Use a picture that shows your heritage
project, ideally with people in it, as that helps link your building to the
community.
Make sure it’s obvious in the text who you are and what you are trying to
achieve. Don’t have large paragraphs of text as it is difficult for people to
process. People react best to genuine voices telling stories they can relate
to, so write in the same way you would if you met someone at the post
office and were telling them about your regeneration plans.
You shouldn’t have all the information on the main page, so include a menu
so that people can find the page they are looking for.
What to include on your website
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––

The ‘about us’ page, which should include your mission statement
and history of your project

––

A ‘news’ section with progress updates and post-event photos and
summaries
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––

A ‘what’s happening’ page for any meetings or upcoming events

––

An obvious ‘donate’ button that appears on every page

––

A ‘how to get involved’ page which includes any volunteering
opportunities

––

A ‘get in touch’ form so people can easily contact you

Mobile currently accounts for over half of all website views and this is
steadily increasing. When thinking about the design of your website, make
sure that it’s mobile friendly. A lot of website hosts such as Wordpress and
Wix will include a mobile friendly preview page.

Who will maintain your website?
Technology changes quickly and this includes the online world. This means
that your website will also need to be kept up to date with any updates on some platforms these need to be done manually, although again it is a
relatively easy process.

Calls to Action
Calls to Action, as the name suggests, encourage visitors to your website
(or social media page) to undertake a specific activity, set out by you. Look
at any commercial website and you will see several of these, usually as very
obvious ‘buttons’ to click on.
Research shows that those who use the internet want to know what is
expected of them, calls to action are an easy way to do this.
Helping people to find your website
Most people who want to find out more about your heritage regeneration
project will use a search engine such as Google or Bing to find you, which is
why it is so important that your website is created to make it easy for them
to do so.
This is known as Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Search Engines are
designed to make it easy for the user to find what they need. This means
that if they don’t remember the exact name of the place or product they
are looking for they can still find it online.
Take for example, The House Mill in East London, a tidal mill and a
heritage regeneration project. Words like House, Mill and London are used
frequently on the internet - if you just put one of those words in, the search
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engine may not be able to find the results.
Some people may also use the name of the island that the mill is located
on: Three Mills. Others may have walked past it and use its appearance.
To make sure people have the best chance of finding you on the internet,
think about the words associated with your heritage regeneration project
and include them in the text on your homepage.
This will help to ensure your page appears to those who are looking for
it. Make sure the writing is natural though, as search engines are clever
enough to recognise whether you’ve written sentences.
Hints and tips
Another way to help people find you online is making sure the images on
your website are properly titled. Change JPG1983 to the name of your
project and it’s more likely to come up in search engines.
Google Adword Grants
Google is one of the biggest search engines and part of their business
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model is selling advertising spaces at the top of their results page.
Companies can pay a lot of money for this, with some search engine
terms costing hundreds of pounds if their advert is clicked on. The ads are
marked [Ad] before the website address.
To ensure that non-profit organisations can promote their cause, Google
offers grants worth of advertisement. There are certain conditions that
are required, and there are online training courses to explain how to get
started.
Running a Google Adwords account can be valuable if you have the time
and understanding to invest in it, but it’s not a priority. However, if you have
the right skills within your team it will help more people to find your project,
get involved and donate.
Hints and Tips
Goggle offer up to $10,000 worth of free search engine and on page
advertising if you are registered as a charity. This can help people find your
website and donation page.
Further info
http://www.greatbusiness.gov.uk/building-your-website/
https://www.google.co.uk/intl/en/grants/
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CASE STUDY: HASTINGS PIER
After closing in 2008 and a devastating fire in 2010, Hastings Pier reopened to the public
in April 2016 after a £14.2 million restoration. A new pier needed new branding to attract
the visitors who had been declining in numbers since the 1980’s. Hastings Pier decided to
rebrand their website and become more digitally active.
Hasting Pier understood the importance of their
online brand to reflect a new commercial phase,
and brought together existing branding with
new commercial identity. Part of this was the
redevelopment of their website. They thought
through their aims of the website; encouraging
people to visit the pier, telling its story and
promoting their activities, all of which would
galvanise support for their project. To do so they
needed make the site easier to use and navigate,
whilst also ensuring it was more accessible,
interactive and mobile responsive.
They wanted to ensure they didn’t overcrowd
visitors with information. They made sure each
page had a word limit so that it would be visually
appealing and easy to use. For example, to tell the
history they created a ‘digital memories’ section
online, which was image heavy. Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) was also a focus to ensure pages
were easily found on Google. They wrote down key
words and incorporated these into each page.
Assessing impact was another important aspect.
Using Google analytics to determine both the
number and demographics of people visiting the
website as well as the most popular pages enabled
them to review what was working and what wasn’t.
They could then keep building and adapting their
site. With the web changing so much, it’s important
that this is a moving process.
Social media is key to Hasting Pier. They have again
recognised the importance of images on both
Twitter and Facebook. In 2017 they started the
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campaign #LoveHastingsPier, encouraging people
to engage and share their photos of the pier. This
enables them to spread the word and generate
fresh, good looking content with minimum effort.
Others examples of this are the ‘sunset competition’
of the best photographs of the pier in a sunset
and the ‘Plaque of the Week’; images of personal
plaques on the pier with messages every week.
Images have enabled them to use the best parts
of the pier to engage people and reach out to
new audiences through the help of their existing
supporters. People want to share this attractive
looking content. As of December 2017 they have
over 13,500 likes on Facebook and over 3,100
Twitter Followers.
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Email
Using email to communicate with your community is still
one of the best methods. Why? It’s direct communication
to their inbox so you’ll get their attention (even if just for
a second), it can be personalised and you need to get
someone’s permission to get in touch with them this way:
so they are already invested in your project. Email is also
a fantastic way to raise funds. You’re more likely to get a
donation from an email than any other method of online
communication.
Collecting Email Addresses
There is no point thinking about setting up email distribution until you have
a list of people to email. Make sure that any meetings you organise about
your heritage regeneration project have a signup list that includes name
and email address. Include a ‘sign up for news’ button on your website.
If your list seems a little sparse at the start of your project, get in touch with
other organisations such as the local civic society or heritage group. Whilst
they may not be able to share their email lists with you, they are usually
very happy to send an email on your behalf.

Setting up an account for email communication
There are many different options for email communication, and some
even offer a free service, especially if your contact list is smaller than 1000
people and you’re not planning to send hundreds of emails every month.
One of the best known is Mailchimp, but there are others that offer similar
services.
As your contact list grows you may need to pay for sending email, either as
a monthly subscription or on a pay as you go basis. However, at the start
make use of the free options, which will allow you to create well designed
emails using templates and easily track who is reading your email.
When choosing a platform for sending email make sure that it includes a
drag and drop design template as this means you can add photos, text and
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links simply, whilst keeping a the end product looking professional.
Programmes designed for sending emails should also offer the opportunity
to personalise - adding names and other details that makes the person who
you are writing to feel like you are addressing them personally.
Your emails can also be scheduled, rather than sent there and then. This
means you can work on it whenever it suits you and send it at another time.

What emails should you send?
You don’t need to send an email every day, or even every week. But it is
important to stay in touch regularly. There are five kinds of emails that it’s
important for you to send to those who are invested in your project.
Regular News updates

Main objective: Awareness
As those who are signed up to receive emails about your heritage
regeneration project have asked to hear from you, it’s important to send
them regular updates. These emails don’t have to be very long, but they will
keep your supporters aware of what is going on.
Decide how often you will be able to send these updates - it could be once
or twice a month - and stick to it.
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Important news emails
Main objective: Awareness
If something exciting happens, such as completing a phase of the project or
getting a grant, don’t wait for the monthly newsletter date. Let people know!
It is important they hear news from you rather than through the grapevine.
Invitation emails
Main objective: Encouraging people to get involved in your project

Thank you emails
Main objective: Retaining investment in your project
Whether people turn up to an event, help out or donate, it’s important
to thank them for what they’ve given the project. Community heritage
regeneration projects rely on people giving their expertise, time and money,
so make sure that you are sending thank you emails after they do.
Some thank you emails can be set up to be sent automatically, especially if
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you are getting online donation.
Emails for Campaigns
Main objective: Fundraising/Recruiting volunteers
These are some of the most important emails that you will send and will
need much more planning and consideration.

Segmentation
Segmentation is an important part of using email for communication. You
can split your list into several lists to ensure that the message you send has
more impact.
For example if you know that your project has a certain element that will
interest some of your contacts list, then send an email that focuses on this
such as emailing local artists about the creative studios that will be part of
the final, completed project.
To segment a list you need to have more information on the person, such
as their interests. Make sure that you include tick box options on your signup sheets and sign up form on the website so you don’t have to dig for the
information.
When you upload this list into an online email manager you can also include
these categories to allow you to keep one master list and segment it if
needed. Be careful not to send an email twice if people are interested in
different aspects of your project.
Example: Saving the Steam Engine, Middleport Pottery
In 2015 Middleport Pottery was raising funds to save the original Steam
Engine that had been used to run the factory.
As part of their crowdfunding campaign they sent out a series of emails over
three months. Here are some examples of what they did that worked. Using
email (alongside social media campaigns and other forms of fundraising)
they managed to raise the necessary money to start restoration.
Segmentation
Their contact list was segmented into three sections: those interested
in their education programme, those who were passionate about steam
engines and finally potters and potteries around the UK who would want to
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preserve their heritage.
By segmenting this email, Middleport Pottery could really target each
groups’ interests.
For the steam engine supporters they wrote this paragraph:
As a keen supporter of steam heritage, we know you’ll understand the
importance of conserving this unique piece of industrial history. Restoring the
last William Boulton Steam Engine still in situ in a Staffordshire pottery will help
us tell the story of industry in the age of steam for generations to come.
Highlighting sections in bold allow you to draw attention to the important
points you want the reader to pick up on, which is essential as most people
skim read emails.
Giving thanks
We're halfway through our campaign to save the steam engine at Middleport
Pottery. Many of you have already donated, raising a fantastic £156,365 so far.
Thank you so much, we couldn't do it without you.
It can be difficult to know exactly who has donated, especially as some
people will donate offline. Make sure that any subsequent emails you
send out includes a thank you so that people know their donations are
appreciated (and they won’t mind getting another email).
Explain clearly the difference it will make
People need to understand how their money will work, so make it clear.
Your donation means that we can:
Bring the William Boulton steam engine back to life
Train six local students and eight volunteers in historic engineering and
conservation skills
Give future generations a working model of the industrial heritage that shaped
Great Britain.
We still need to raise almost £11,000 and we really need your help!
Make it easy to give
Not everyone can afford to give thousands or even hundreds of pounds.
By asking for a smaller donation it makes people understand that every
little helps, and for the price of a lunch who wouldn’t want to help save the
steam engine?
If everyone we email today gave just £5 then we could start our project. Your
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donation will help us to continue to support a community that has been
transformed by the regeneration of Middleport Pottery.
Email is such a personal and direct way of communicating, two of the
reasons it’s still the best way to connect with your supporters online. Even
if you don’t start out with a large number of contacts take time to cultivate
that relationship and make sure you have email sign up forms ready for any
opportunity.
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CASE STUDY: MIDDLEPORT POTTERY
Middleport Pottery launched a 100-day crowdfunding campaign in July 2015 to
raise the remaining £18,608 needed to restore the William Boulton Steam Engine,
a key feature of the original 1888 factory. The engine was built specifically for the
Pottery and is the last surviving example of its kind still within its original setting.
Using the digital crowdfunding platform Spacehive,
they created a clear, concise and straightforward
to use page. It was very visual, with little text
and instead a video outlining the project was the
focus, to grab immediate attention of visitors. They
consistently recognised the importance of imagery
with a clear visual costs breakdown to show how
donations would be spent.
Middleport built a network through interacting with
the passionate local community. They spent a lot
of time creating a pool of support, firstly reaching
out to existing engaged supporters. Mailchimp
was used to send out regular mailings to their
established database, to keep the campaign at
the forefront of people’s minds and they used the
analytics to see what was successful. Adaptability
helped them continually improve the campaign.
Another platform utilised was Facebook. They
interacted with comments, developing relationships
and galvanising support.
But to raise the required amount they also needed
to raise awareness beyond their existing supporters.
People are driven by emotion, and they tapped into
this by bringing people to the centre of the project.
For example, in the main video they stood around
the Steam Engine and spoke to the public about
the importance of it to them, thus removing it from
being ‘just’ machinery.
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They also successfully used celebrity ambassadors
to spread the word, which enabled messages to
reach a wider audience. Middleport Pottery asked
existing supporter Sarah Beeny, who had 132,000
followers, to retweet their posts. The cause instantly
reached thousands more people and the network
built up.
The crowdfunding campaign smashed its target with
more than two weeks to go and closed in October
2015 with the required amount secured. The Steam
Engine was restored to full steam functionality,
giving everyone the chance to experience this
amazing piece of industrial engineering by
showcasing it as part of the Middleport Pottery
visitor experience.
After they had successfully raised the money,
Middleport ensured stewardship was a top priority.
They thanked every one of the 100 donors by
featuring their names in another video, keeping
their crowd engaged for the future. This ensured
they wouldn’t lose the support they had generated
through all their hard work!
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Middleport Pottery,
Stoke-on-Trent

What we have learnt:
––

Start planning early! We left it until the
campaign launched and none of our content,
photos or video were ready

––

Don’t send emails that are too long. Our first
email had very little impact, but after revising it
and segmenting our contacts list we got more
responses and more cheques!

––

Invest in a good video that gets your message
across

––

Remind people on a regular basis

––

Even though the campaign is digital, get out
there and speak to local people and get their
support. Our why you want to #saveourengine
showed the impact the project would have on
local people

––

Support from Spacehive was good but not
great, they expect you to do the bulk of
the legwork as you have the contacts and
understand the project better

––

Email was the best response, but remember
to use Twitter and other channels. We got a
donation from Texas because of a Tweet
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Social Media
There are a wide range of Social Media platforms
that you should consider using as part of your online
communication plan.
What Social Media platforms are out there?
There are a wide variety of platforms that you can utilise. The main ones
being:
––

Facebook

––

Twitter

––

Instagram

Facebook
The most widely used social media platform, Facebook is a networking
website that is used to stay in touch with friends and family. You can post
pictures, links and videos and comment on other people’s posts.
Twitter
Twitter is the second biggest social media platform in the UK. It’s described
as a micro blogging platform, as tweets are currently limited to a certain
number of characters. It’s considered to be very much up-to-the-minute breaking news often appears on Twitter before international news agencies
start to write about it online.
Instagram
Instagram is a social media platform that focuses on photography and
video. It has grown significantly in the last few years. It has one of the
highest engagement rates - users like to interact with the people and
organisations they follow.
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Why use social media?
Mostly we hear about social media being used for viral campaigns (ones
that spread quickly and fast and get a lot of attention), but there is no exact
magical formula for this. There is no guarantee that Richard Branson will
retweet you, or that you’ll reach an audience in Australia.
However, used well they can help you develop a whole new world-wide
audience, help you build momentum for your project, and even possibly
generate your funders or supporters. 84% of UK Adults use social media on
a weekly basis. This is a big audience to miss out on!
In addition, many funders such as the Heritage Lottery Fund, the biggest
funder of heritage in the UK, will encourage you be active online in some
way.
Another reason Social Media can be powerful is because every website
has a ranking - a score given by search engines based on how popular and
useful the page is. Social Media companies such as Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter have very good ranking scores so appear at the top of a search. Put
your project on a social media site and you have a better chance of people
finding you - you’re using their clout to boost a project that might not be
found otherwise!
Hints and Tips
Save time by scheduling your social media posts. You can do this directly on
some channels or use a programme, such as Hootsuite, that allows you to
post on several channels at once. You can also schedule emails and website
posts.

Facebook
If you haven’t already got a personal account, you will need this before you
set up anything for your project. All you need is an email address, sign up
is very self-explanatory. This is private, so you can control who see your
details and who can contact you.

Number of Users (UK)

38 million (est 42 million by 2022)

Average age of users
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Frequency of Usage

80% of users log on every day

How often should you post

Daily
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Facebook Page or Facebook Group?
When it comes to deciding what is best for your regeneration project, there
are two options on Facebook, either a page or a group. Both of these are
public. Facebook pages are used by businesses, well-known people and
organisations to allow people to discover more about them. They can chose
to like the page and it means that when they log into Facebook, they get
updates. You should use this for your heritage regeneration project.
Facebook groups tend to be used by smaller groups of individuals to talk
about a shared interest or make plans. These can be kept invitation only.
A Facebook group can be ideal for organising volunteers or events and
definitely have a place in your online communication plan.
Setting up a Facebook Page
Signing up for a Facebook Page is self-explanatory, and you can use your
personal account to do so. Here’s an example of a Facebook Page, although
the latest version (Facebook updates happen regularly) might not look
exactly like this.
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Just like a website, Facebook allows you to include all the information that
someone looking for your project would want.
If time is limited, the following details are essential to your page:
––

About (a couple of paragraphs is enough)

––

Pictures: a profile picture and a header picture

––

Contact details
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Make sure you use a page name that reflects who you are and what you do.
This can be changed at the start but once a page is very popular Facebook
tend to make this process more difficult, so think about it carefully.
You can change any other information on your page as your project
progresses.
Posting on Facebook
A post can be a picture, a video, a link or just some text.
There has been a lot of research into what makes a great Facebook post
and here are some helpful hints:
––

Keep it short. People are usually skim reading on Facebook as they
scroll down the page. Don’t make it hard for them.

––

Ask a question. Social media is meant to be… social. So ask for
opinions and advice.

––

Include pictures. Most of your posts should include images. People
react better to posts that catch the eye.

––

Include a link to further information. As much as possible, you want
to be directing people to your website.

––

Keep it positive. Although you might have frustrating occasions as
your project progresses, it is better to keep social media posts light,
as they are more likely to get a reaction.

Audience Interaction
What you want is for people to react to your post, send you a message,
or like what you have said. The more likes, shares and comments you get,
the more likely your message is to be seen by friends of those who are
interacting with you.

LIKE

This is a way of saying you appreciate a post - if you like something your friends might see it in their feed.

SHARE

Want to make sure people see a post? Share it either on your personal page or directly with the person who is interested in
it.

COMMENT

Want to ask a question or share an opinion about a post? Click on comment and you will be able to write about the post in
question.
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Facebook Messages
People can also send you direct private messages, which will appear in your
inbox. Remember to reply to these!
If you are limited on time you can set up an auto reply, acknowledging
the message and letting people know that you will get back to them, or
suggesting an alternative way of contacting you.
Measuring your Facebook Success – Insights
If you want to find out how well your Facebook posts are doing you can
click on the Insights tab in your page menu bar. This will enable you to plan
posts that get the best reaction. If people are liking more video posts, or
commenting on a question posts with pictures, start doing more of them.
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How often to post?
Because of the way that people use Facebook, and the way that Facebook
have created their platform, it’s best to post once or at most twice a day.
This gives you the best chance of appearing in someone’s feed.
Facebook Live
You can post video live to your page, so that people can watch meetings
and events as they happen. The video gets posted as a link after you’ve
completed it so other people can also watch it.
Facebook Posts that caught our attention
The best way to get ideas of what to post on Facebook? Be inspired by
others.
Here is a Facebook Post from Middleport Pottery, who manage a great
Facebook Page and have done since the page started in 2013. Started by
a team with little experience of social media it’s grown quickly. The team
interact well and share their passion for the pottery, which makes it a great
example of a successful heritage project Facebook account.
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What we love about this: It celebrates the people who make the building
Why it works: People love success stories - and they are interacting with
the post
What could make it better: Tagging the people in the picture so they
share it
Facebook has an online help centre: https://www.facebook.com/help/
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Twitter
You can sign up to Twitter as an individual or as an organisation and post
pictures, videos, links and short text messages.
NUMBER OF USERS (UK)

16.5 million (est 23 million by 2022)

AVERAGE AGE OF USERS

35

FREQUENCY OF USAGE

80% of users log on every day

HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU POST

5 times a day or more

Setting up a Twitter Profile
Signing up to Twitter is straightforward, all you need is your email address.
Choose to call your Twitter account something similar to what you plan to
have on other social media channels - names should be short and easy
to remember. You will also need to include a profile picture and a picture
banner for the top of the page.
Hints and Tips
Use hashtags. This is way of categorising your message so that people
interested in the same topic can find you. Don’t use too many though and
use ones that are already in use.
Retweet. As with all social media channels interaction is key. This is a way
of sharing with your audience.
Tag other people. Use @ before a twitter account name and they will get a
notification, great for trying to get people’s attention.
Share photos and video. Like other social media channels, these are the
most popular.
Post the same message at different times of day/on different days. A
tweet doesn’t have a long lifetime (around 10 minutes on average) so post
the same link, event invite or picture more than once.
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Audience Interaction

COMMENT

If you want to start a conversation about a tweet, you can reply

RETWEET

This shares someone else's tweet with people who follow you

LIKE

A good way to acknowledge a message or say you agree

MESSAGE

This allows you to send a private message to another Twitter user

Joining a Twitter Chat
A fantastic way to spread the word about your project is to take part in
already organised Twitter Chats. These are live discussions that take place
at a certain time on a topic that has been decided by the organiser.
How often should you post?
Twitter is probably the fastest moving social media platform out there - on
average your tweet is only likely to be reviewed ten minutes after you've
shared it.
This is why it's important to be active to get the most out of it. Ideally five
tweets or more a day - but at least one so that people are reminded of your
project and what you are trying to achieve.
Followers
If people are interested in your project then they can follow you, which
means your tweets appear in their timeline.
It’s also important that you follow people as well as it shows that you are
engaged with the online community. Follow local and national heritage
organisations, nearby projects, community groups that you may want to call
on for support. By showing an interest in the sector, it is likely that you will
get interest in return.
Periscope
Twitter has its own live video app, called Periscope, which can be accessed
via the ‘write a new tweet’ button on your mobile app. This is useful for
events and news updates.
Measuring Twitter Success
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If you want to know if your tweets are having any impact or work out when
is the best time to post Twitter has its own inbuilt Analytics page, which can
be accessed via your profile.

Looking at this you’ll be able to better plan what and when you should
tweet, saving you time.
Getting a message across on Twitter

A passionate group of volunteers have been working to save Ancoats
Dispensary in Manchester since 2012.
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What we love about this: It gets across a sense of urgency and shares a
recent powerful picture of the current state of the building
Why it works: Asking for a retweet is a great way to start engagement, and
along with the image is the kind of tweet that will get people sharing
What could make it better: A link in the tweet to more information
Twitter has an online help centre: https://help.twitter.com
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CASE STUDY: COLCHESTER ROMAN CIRCUS 2009
In 2009 Colchester Archaeological Trust discovered a Roman Circus underground in
Colchester - the UK’s largest Roman building. Housing was planned to be built around
the monument, limiting visitor access. A group of five volunteers decided they wanted to
build visitor centre but had only had nine weeks before building started. The group set
up four online channels a website on Wordpress, Twitter, Flickr for photographs of the
campaign and a Facebook group. All of these tools were completely free.
Colchester Roman Circus

These were used to inspire people, to show them
the continued progress and to share the project
aims. This was important and the result would not
be a building, which made it difficult to demonstrate
tangible impact. The group thought visually, took
photos of anything relevant and used these to
spread a message. Taking photos helped bring
the campaign to life. They also ensured the tone
of all their channels was positive, balancing the
importance of the tight deadline with consistent
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positive news updates to show people there was a
reason to carry on giving.
On Twitter the group focused on particular
audiences. They searched for the following key
terms: Colchester, Archaeology, Rome/Roman,
Ancient History, Latin, and Heritage and found an
astonishingly large group of people out there who
could be useful, as they already had an invested
interest and were engaged. They also did weekly
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searches for Camulodunum, the Roman name for
Colchester, as anyone who used this word could be
a vital tool. They worked hard to find influencers
and key supporters with large followings, such as
bloggers, and inspired them to share asks.
Celebrities such as Tony Gardner, Steve Lamacq,
and Richard Madeley all gave their support,
amplifying the message and associating their names
with the campaign. As a result of author Caroline
Lawrence’s tweet the campaign was asked to appear
on BBC’s The One Show, meaning the project had
achieved national coverage just five weeks into their
campaign. This was made possible by someone with
a bigger and better network than the original group
sharing their content.
Due to their size, the volunteers knew they wouldn’t
be able to generate enough content alone, so they
often curated other people’s content, including
photos, quotes, links and supporting articles.
For example, the local area had a ‘Love Roman
Colchester’ month. They saw the connection,
jumped on the back of the campaign and made it
relevant to their project by creating a quick logo
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which was then shared and taken on by others in
the area.
The website was designed to be very basic, and
feature all the positive news around the campaign.
They wanted to create a ‘one stop shop’ for all the
information so used it to promote giving, gain email
addresses for newsletters, develop a patron list
of people who supported the appeal and to post
photos, tweets and external news. Together this
presented a sense progress and activity.
It’s important to note that this wasn’t an entirely
online appeal – that can’t work. They also put on
events and ensured there was lots of local press,
but digital mediums were a central focus and also
worked excellently alongside these traditional
media channels.
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Instagram
NUMBER OF USERS (UK)

16.7 million (est 23 million by 2022)

AVERAGE AGE OF USERS

Under 35

FREQUENCY OF USAGE

60% of users log on every day

HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU POST

One or two a day

Setting up an Instagram profile
You can set up an Instagram account using your email address or your
organisation’s email.
Try to coordinate the name of your account with your other social media
accounts as it makes it easier for people to find you.
Use the same profile picture that you use on Twitter and Facebook. Make
sure you fill in your details and include a link to your website so that people
who view your page can find out more information.
Hints and Tips
Hashtags are king on Instagram - they are an easy way for people to find
your post. If you are struggling to think of hashtags click on one (such as
#architecture) and Instagram will suggest other related hashtags. Ideally
you want to use 20 hashtags per picture/video. Posts with a location tag are
more popular so make sure that when you upload a picture you tag where
you took it.
Although it’s a platform designed to be used on your mobile phone, it’s
better to upload pictures taken on a real camera, because the quality is
better. Make the most of Instagram’s editing software, which allows you to
make less than perfect pictures shine.
You can tag other accounts in your picture if you want to get their attention.
This will also mean the picture appears in their tagged feed, so only do it if
it’s relevant.
Interact with other accounts to grow your followers, either by liking their
pictures or videos or commenting on them.
How often should you post?
Instagram curates the pictures that it shows to your followers, so you can
post frequently.
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Audience Interaction

LIKE

If you want to show appreciation for an image hit the heart button

COMMENT

If you want to start a conversation about a tweet, you can reply - use
their username with an @ so they know you’ve got in touch

Instagram Apps
Instagram has a series of Apps that allow you to post short videos, share
something for only 24 hours and even create a photo collage. New
developments happen all the time, but Instagram will publicise them in your
feed so that you can learn about them.
Whilst these are nice additions, you can get a lot out of Instagram without
using them, so it’s worth getting to grips with the basics first.
Using Instagram for your project
Cleveland Pools have been focusing their recent Social Media efforts on
Instagram because they’ve been getting great interaction.
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What we love about this: Not only have their shared one of their followers
pictures, it also shows the less glamorous side of a regeneration project
Why it works: Instagram is about creativity and getting the hashtags right
What would make it better: More hashtags
Instagram has an online help centre: https://help.instagram.com

What not to do on Social Media Channels
The following tips can be applied to any social media channel that you
decide to use for your heritage regeneration project.
Link Social Media accounts
It might be tempting to link your social media accounts so that if you post
on twitter it also appears on Facebook, for example. But different platforms
post in different ways so it doesn't look right. People who follow you also
find this annoying.
Get into arguments
Heritage regeneration projects can be quite emotional, so you might have
to deal with negative comments. Respond to these if you can and they
are constructive. If you are dealing with unhelpful abuse you can hide the
comment from other users so that it doesn’t become an online fight.
Disappear
Don't post for a week and then not write anything until you are requesting
donations for your crowdfunding campaign. Regularity is important to those
who are following you on social media platforms so decide how much time
you can invest and keep it up. Once a week is better than not at all.
Waste time
One of the reasons people get frustrated with social media is that they
feel it's not productive. The best way to get the most out of it is to plan
ahead and schedule - don't sit there for 45 minutes composing one tweet.
Remember you can use the same pictures, videos or messages on different
channels.
Buy followers
Some consider buying a large number of followers to boost the look of
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their account. But these followers rarely provide opportunities for actual
engagement.The meaningless rise in numbers may look good, but risks you
seeming disingenuous to potential followers, reducing your reputation.
More Info
http://www.smallcharities.org.uk/resources-social-media/
https://knowhownonprofit.org/campaigns/communications/socialmedia
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/production/online/social-media/article/art20130702112136115
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CASE STUDY: CLEVELAND POOLS
The Cleveland Pools is the country’s only surviving Georgian lido, hidden away in Bath,
on the banks of the River Avon. Once a welcome respite from the heat of the city in the
summer, Cleveland Pools was a firm favourite with locals and visitors alike until it closed
in 1984. The Cleveland Pools Trust (CPT) is determined to bring these wonderful baths
back to life again. If restored, Bath would be home to the world’s first naturally treated,
heated, outdoor swimming pool.
Cleveland Pools,
Bath

They have been using social media to reach out
to people and boost their campaign, so they are
able to raise the £141k required to pay for the
refurbishment.
“In terms of social media we use Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter (though the latter is waning
in favour of Instagram). We also ensure our news
bulletins are included in e-newsletters by a variety
of clubs, businesses, heritage bodies and other
relevant/supporting sources (mostly) local to
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us. We always get things reported in our weekly
local newspaper when we ask. It comes out on a
Thursday but any report will be online beforehand
so it's easier then to gauge and manage other
media around it to acquire maximum publicity. We
are not active on LinkedIn because we have no-one
spare to act as admin. This is partly why our Twitter
use is lacking.
We post regularly on Facebook, with something
going out every Tuesday and Friday evening. Our
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followers now expect this and so look out for it. I
focus specifically on photos, sharing news, but also
intriguing our followers with interesting snippets
from our social history and by using photos and
stories from former swimmers. All these result in
rewarding numbers of hits. Instagram is run by a
young mum who is successfully targeting a whole
new audience of future users (of the Pools) for us. I
think it helps to have varied age groups on all social
media but perhaps this is a bit of a luxury for the
average project.
Social media has been a fantastic tool for rallying
support both locally, nationally, and even
internationally! By encouraging our followers to
react and engage, we have often stirred up so much
passion for the project that our records are now
full to the brim of memories, ideas, advice and
general feedback for the project which we could not
have achieved very quickly by hand-writing letters
to people, or doing leaflet drops. Gathering 3,100
contacts from events, visits, talks and tours over
the past four years has been worth the hard work,
as our email reach to inform our followers about
crucial things like public consultations has been
invaluable. We do, however, have many (older)
followers who don't use social media and they
get a little left out unless they read the (printed)
local newspaper or see us on local TV. It's hard to
overcome this in a time-efficient way.
We have more or less dropped Twitter in favour
of Instagram as it seems more on trend now,
proving that the right images (and clips) are
better at 'starting a conversation'. Our quarterly
e-Newsletters are well received, even if not fully
read, and this is partly proven by the fact that we
have very few 'Unsubscribe' notices.

which we obviously direct everyone to first and
foremost. We maintain a generic Homepage whilst
updating the site with news and photographs but it
does not lead viewers to our archives, nor is it that
discoverable on the whole which we know we need
to address. In the meantime, all our press releases
urge publications to print our website as a footnote
on every article, I believe that's the norm.

What we have learnt:
––

Get all trustees and regular volunteers and
supporters to use a default sign-off with
website address on their emails. Make it stand
out by using a logo to go with it.

––

Link in with other relevant local Facebook
pages which have an older group of followers.
They have many more people to share with
than the young do and this works particularly
well if the project has followers with fond
memories.

––

Keep text short and sweet, and dangle the
odd carrot to get more people engaging and
discussing. People like to be seen to be clever
answering things or sharing their wisdom
and experience. Welcome comments, but
do answer very carefully in case you incite
controversy - such as an issue that affects
stakeholders - as you never know who your
voyeurs are and they can be dangerous. Keep
it humble.”

Our website is the main source of information
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Section 6
Video

6

Video
Although video is interwoven with the entire range of
digital media platforms, it is one of the quickest growing
mediums online, so is worth putting thought into. Video
is fantastic because it can be used on multiple platforms:
embedded on your website, shared on Twitter, uploaded
to Facebook. Whilst video can be powerful it’s important
that you’ve developed your online audience first.
The basics
For your video to be a success you are going to need at minimum:
––

Video camera or smartphone

––

Editing software

––

People - someone who is good at speaking and involved in the
project

What should your video achieve?
It’s important that you show your audience not only what you plan to
do with your project, but also how it will have an impact on the wider
community. You want people to understand why it’s important and also get
a sense of your passion for the project. A video audience responds well to
genuine emotion - your presenter doesn’t necessarily need to be BBC news
worthy!
How long should a planned video be?
The video shouldn’t be too long or people will get bored and switch off ideally two to three minutes.
Impromptu filming
Be ready to catch unplanned moments. This is where a smartphone can
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be fantastic. It could be a quick chat with a supporter or a volunteer or a
walkthrough of your project. In these circumstances the quality of the video
is off less importance, because it’s allowing people to go on the journey with
you.
Remember to film in landscape mode though, not portrait, as this will allow
you to use the footage on different online platforms.
Video editing software
There is a wide range of free video editing software that can easily be
downloaded.
Things to consider when picking an editing programme:
––

How user friendly it is - most software has online reviews and run
throughs

––

What kind of video footage you can upload and edit - make sure it’s
compatible with the camera/phone you’ll be filming with

––

Tracks you can edit on - at a minimum you want image, sound and a
track for titles and captions

––

Transitions - these can cover up any obvious jumps in the video

Online programmes such as YouTube and Vimeo allow you to edit the video
online.
There are also plenty of websites that offer free music tracks, so long as you
credit them.
Uploading video
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram all have functions to allow you to upload
video directly. But you can also use video specific channels such as YouTube
and Vimeo to upload and publish your video.
Hints and Tips
Most people will stop watching after 10 seconds. Make sure the start of your
video catches their attention and interest.
YouTube is part of Google, the biggest search engine, so uploading a video
on YouTube makes it more likely to be found in Google search results.
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Include your name, contact details and logo at the end of the video, as well
as a Call to Action.
Make sure to share your video as much as possible: in email, embedded
on your website, and on Social Media. Have the video playing on a laptop
at events. Video takes more time than other online content but can be
extremely effective.
Don’t just use video footage, use photographs and text with compelling
messages and facts.

Inspire
Hastings Pier Charity was set up in 2009 to restore the pier for the
local community. Their award winning regeneration was helped by their
shareholders, who came from as far as Australia and Slovenia.
This video gives a project update.

Watch the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyJPClT9ueI
What we love about this: This is a great way to update people on the
progress of a project, especially one as complex as Hastings Pier
Why it works: They have used text and still images in a clever way
What could they add: A call to action
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More info
https://www.charitycomms.org.uk/events/creating-video-content-on-atight-budget
https://knowhownonprofit.org/how-to/how-to-bring-your-story-to-lifethrough-video
https://vimeo.com/blog/category/video-school
https://support.google.com/youtube/
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Summary
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Summary
Online communication is growing fast, with 90% of the
UK having an internet connection, 87% using email and
60% using Social Media. This is a huge audience to ignore,
especially when most projects will rely on funds from
outside their community.
Even more than that, anything published or posted online can be viewed
around the world - every success story we’ve heard about fundraising for
heritage projects online has received donations from overseas - usually
people who have a connection to the place, having moved away but are still
invested in the community.
Many people in your wider community will also use Facebook (who send
out emails about local events for example) or Twitter to find out what
is going on nearby, which can lead to more people turning up to your
meetings and fundraisers.
Millennials are generally more digitally savvy, having grown up with the
technology. Although they donate the least, they volunteer more than any
other age group, so if you are looking for someone to help you with video
for example, being online can really help you reach them.
For those just starting out, setting up a website and social media channels
can seem like a big challenge. A digital communications plan should be
put in place as soon as possible, allowing you to build an audience and
understand the channels before a big fundraising campaign.
Start small and simple rather than taking on everything at once. Don’t be
discouraged if it’s slow at the start, every follow, like and sign up is another
person learning about your project and hopefully one day, investing their
time and money.
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8

Glossary

Analytics:
The practice of gathering data from
websites and social media and analysing
that data using analytics tools to make
business decisions. The most common use
of social media analytics is to mine customer
sentiment to support marketing and
customer service activities.
Audience:
The people who will be looking at your
website, your potential supporters
Call to action: An instruction to the audience
designed to provoke an immediate
response
Content:
Web content is the textual, visual, or aural
content that is encountered as part of the
user experience on websites.
Domain:
Domain names are used in URLs to identify
particular web pages
Engagement:
The interaction between people across a
range of social networks
Feed:
This is what people see when they open
their social media page - the latest
updates and posts from their friends and
organisations that they follow.
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Hashtag:
A hashtag is a tag used on a variety of social
networks as a way to annotate a message.
A hashtag is a word or phrase preceded
by a “#". Social networks use hashtags to
categorize information and make it easily
searchable for users.
Platform:
The basic hardware (computer) and
software (operating system) on which
software applications can be run
Social Media:
Websites and applications that enable users
to create and share content or to participate
in social networking.
Search Engine Optimization:
The process of maximizing the number of
visitors to a particular website by ensuring
that the site appears high on the list of
results returned by a search engine.
Trending Topic:
Trending topics refer to the most talked
about topics and hashtags on a social
media network. These commonly appear
on networks like Twitter and Facebook and
serve as clickable links in which users can
either click through to join the conversation
or simply browse the related content.
Web hosting:
The activity or business of providing storage
space and access for websites.
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